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Wishing You

A Merry Christmas &
A Happy New Year
From Ciprom, GNAs, GNANLEX LLP, Patent Gurukul
May the treasure and traditions of Christmas fill your
heart with hope and happiness in the new year

Passion for IP – by Dr. Gopakumar G. Nair
Passion for IP has always been in my blood. My early Trademark battle was in 1974, when I fought our
‘NILCARIS’ against J&J’s “DECARIS” and won both at TM office and later at HC. Ever since, I have had
hundreds of TMs registered and marketed in the domestic market, though with related events and setbacks.
Without malice, I may relate a few stories.
I had registered our own mark for Metronidazole and had achieved good market share by branded generic
substitution through trade channels. The leading domestic brand owner approached our MD and persuaded
him to ask me to withdraw my brand as well as my registered trademark (which I did). It was one of my
earliest set back in TM. Another adventure followed. We had registered “VASADRIN” TM for cough mixture
containing VASAKA with Ephedrine. Our cough syrup was replacing VICKS Formula 44 (which was a craze
those days) through trademark channels. When Vicks felt the pinch, they worked quietly with strategy. They
located our glass bottle suppliers, made them to supply us bottles with ‘VICKS’ embossed at the bottom
cheaply. And we used these bottles for packing Vasadrin. The bottom embossing went unnoticed. The Vicks
people presented these bottles of Vasadrin with ‘Vicks’ embossing and obtained ‘exparte’ injunction with
‘Anton Piller order’, confiscating our stocks. This was our earliest (and only) experience in TM infringement,
though “synthesised” by the Opponent. Our Pharma company, thereafter over the years discontinued
domestic marketing and abandoned atleast dozens of registered Trademarks, which had accumulated large
goodwill and had potential market value if they were sold/assigned, instead of abandoning.
Our earliest ‘patent’ experience is detailed in the December edition of CIPROM Newsletter. This was related
to the 1970 amendments to the 1911 Patent Act, leading to the Patents Act, 1970. The Indian Patent
Scenario changed immensely post 1970, through WTO & TRIPS, multiple Patent Law amendments, both to
the Act as well as Rules, latest in 2016 and the proposed Draft Rules of December 2018. More about this
later.
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It was my passion for IP that led me to join the IIPS
(Institute of Intellectual Property Studies) the moment
this announcement of the course appeared, thanks to
Dr. Dinesh Patel, who was my predecessor as IDMA
President and who was at that time Vice-President of
SVKM (Shri Vile Parle Kelavani Mandal). I became free
from my Pharma Industry responsibilities around the same
time, as I successfully merged our company with a large
Indian Pharma Company. Noticing that I was free and had
passion for patents, I was offered the post of DEAN to start
a new IIPS, in Hyderabad, which I willingly accepted. It
was the beginning of my Patent experience. By the time, I
was already granted a Patent as Inventor. Having become
a ‘Patent Agent’ and ‘Trademark Agent’ (having passed
the respective exams), my work with Pharma Industry
became hectic which led me to shift back to Mumbai. Dr.
Yusuf Hamied of Cipla and Mr. Premchand Godha of IPCA
were instrumental in persuading me to commence my
Patent practice in earnest (they continue so, even today).
My passion for IP and persuasion from my early colleagues
(Mr. Manoj Pillai of LexOrbis was one of them) led me to
do my LLB which I successfully passed alongwith my
colleague Dr. Aruna Sree in 2007. The rest is history.
Cipla offered me the opportunity to file our first Pre-grant
opposition against Novartis for Gleevec in 2005/2006 and
Cipla won. The Gleevec Patent application was rejected,
though it took nearly 10 years upto the Supreme Court to
ratify the rejection in favour of Cipla in 2006.
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In the meantime, we had worked intensively and incessantly
to ensure that the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Patent Law Amendments
and related rules were India friendly and Indian Pharma
friendly. We got the opportunity to successfully extend
and enjoy the full TRIPS flexibilities, while putting in place
Patents Act, 1970 as amended to meet TRIPS obligations.
Indian Pharma Industry benefited immensely from the
post-TRIPS amendments which softened the impact of
transitional changes. The roles played by Mr. N.H. Israni,
the then President of IDMA and Late Mr. B. K. Kaelya and
others in this mission is noteworthy.
Years later, the ‘NITTO-DENKO’ Committee appointed by
the Delhi High court, gave me another opportunity to help
the Indian IP community, having been nominated as the
member of the committee. A report on NITTO-DENKO vs
Union of India by Anand & Anand is available in Mondaq.
com (2015). The NITTO-DENKO committee recommended
major expansion of the Indian Patent Office, recruitment of
large number of Patent Examiners to improve the efficiency
and clear the backlog. More importantly, we recommended
the introduction of “Expedited Examination” facility to
‘START_UPs’, and for those filing PCT Applications,
with Indian Patent Office as a ISA (International Search
Authority). The leading online IP research forum, SPICYIP,
had wondered (March 9, 2015) how the already burdened
Indian Patent Office will be able to handle the added burden
of “Expedited Examination”. Their fears were proved wrong
by the Patent Office in recent times.
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